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Abstract for Parts 1 and 2
The bridge grab ship-unloaders with different trolley 
travelling forms are mainly divided into two types: the 
self-travelling trolley type and the rope pulling type. 
Part 1 analysed the advantages and disadvantages in 
practice for two types and introduced four different 
designs of the rope pulling type: A) Two rope (hoisting 
and closing) with one trolley design, B) Conventional 
rope scheme with main and auxiliary trolley design, C) 
Four ropes with planetary winches design, and D) Four 
ropes with the electrical synchronisation design. Part 2 
of this article will continue comparing the advantages 
and disadvantages of the four different designs of rope 
pulling type grab ship-unloaders mentioned above and 
come to the conclusion of which one is the best and 
most reliable form for ship-unloaders with the capacity 
from 1,000t/h to 3,000t/h.

Different designs of bridge grab ship-
unloaders continued
Steel wire rope
(The diameter of rope is estimated under the same operation 
conditions. For example, the lifting load is 35t.)

a)  The diameter is 31.5mm for hoisting and closing. It is 28mm 
for trolley travelling

b)  The diameter is 31.5mm for hoisting and closing. It is 42.5mm 
for trolley travelling

c)  The diameter is 42.5mm for hoisting, closing and trolley 
travelling

d)  The diameter is 42.5mm for hoisting, closing and trolley 
travelling

Steel wire rope diameter (d) and sheave diameter (D)
The sheave diameter in the grab is limited by the structure of 
the grab. Normally, the value of D/d cannot meet the standard 
completely. That is one of the reasons why the closing ropes’ life is 
limited by the repeated flexing of the rope as it passes through the 
grab sheaves.

a) Less than the min. ratio in the standard appreciably

b) Less than the min. ratio in the standard appreciably

c) Less than the min. ratio in the standard

d) Less than the min. ratio in the standard

Steel wire rope wear and replacement
a)  As we all know, the hoisting and closing rope within and 

around the grab is subject to wear and damage from contact 
with the material being handled as well as with hatch coaming, 
and with repeated flexing as it passes through the grab sheaves. 
This rope area is often damaged before its useful wear life.
 Although there is a rope storage drum for pulling ropes to cut 

damaged portions easily, and the two line fleets through ensure 
a minimum amount of rope is discarded, the wear still appears 
on the whole length of the rope. This rope reeving system 
cannot limit wearing to a small area. Therefore, more needs to 
be replaced, and it is not easy to replace the grab.

b)  Because hoisting and closing ropes within and around the 
grab easily leads to wear and damage, a rope pear socket (used 
in combination with the quick release link) near the area of 
wearing is used. Under normal operations, it is easy to carry 
out the replacement procedures to the worn out area and a 
minimum amount of rope is discarded.

c)  For the same reason as in (a) that hoisting and closing ropes 
within and around the grab easily leads to wear and damage, 
a rope pear socket (used in combination with the quick 
release link) near the area of wearing is used. Under normal 
operations, it is easy to carry out the wear area replacement 
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Figure 1. Four rope ship-unloader with planetary winches design with capacity 
2,500t/h operating on a 200,000,DWT ship (Used at Ying Kou Port, China, 
Designed by SPMP).

Figure 2. Wire rope scheme for four ropes with planetary winches design.
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procedure. Because the value of D/d is less than the min. ratio 
in the standard, a larger amount of rope is discarded.

d)  For the same reason as in (a) that hoisting and closing ropes 
within and around the grab easily leads to wear and damage, 
a rope pear socket (used in combination with the quick 
release link) near the area of wearing is used. Under normal 
operations, it is easy to carry out the wear area replacement 
procedure. Because the value of D/d is less than the min. ratio 
in the standard, a larger amount of rope is discarded.

Rope bounce while in operation

a)  The static force of a trolley pulling rope depends on the 
mounting of ropes, so that the bounce can be controlled.
 The internal force of hoisting/closing ropes depends on the 
lifting load. Depending on whether a grab is empty or full, 
the lifting load changes, causing the hoisting/closing rope to 
bounce. This type is suitable for a capacity under 1,500t/h.

b)  When the hoisting/closing rope is slack, the internal force of 
the trolley pulling rope depends on the compensating rope, 
which connects the main trolley and auxiliary trolley, thus the 
bounce can be controlled.

 The internal force of the hoisting/closing rope depends on 
the lifting load on the main and auxiliary trolleys. The aux. 
trolley moves on the rear girder. The length of suspending rope 
between the main and aux. trolley is not too long, thus the 
bounce is not as serious as aforementioned in (a). This type is 
suitable for the capacity under 3,000t/h.

c)  The internal force of the hoisting/closing rope depends on 
the lifting load. Depending on whether a grab is empty or full, 
the lifting load changes, causing the hoisting/closing rope to 
bounce. 
 This is because the hoisting/closing rope also has a pulling 
function while the trolley travels. The diameter of rope is larger 
than the rope only for hoisting/closing, thus the bounce is quite 
seriously practicable. The designer will always set an auxiliary 
idle carriage system to support the suspending rope and reduce 
the length of the suspending rope to improve the bounce. 
However, this system is complex and hard for maintenance and 
service. The pulling rope also frequently needs to be replaced. 
This type is suitable for the capacity under 1,000t/h.

d)  The internal force of the hoisting/closing rope depends on the 
lifting load. Depending on whether a grab is empty or full, the 
lifting load changes, causing the hoisting/closing rope to bounce. 
 This is because the hoisting/closing rope also has a pulling 
function while the trolley travels, thus the diameter of rope is 
larger than the rope only for hoisting/closing, thus the bounce is 

quite seriously practicable. The designer always sets an auxiliary 
idle carriage system to support the suspending rope and reduce 
the length of suspending rope to improve the bounce. But this 
system is complex and hard for maintenance and service. The 
pulling rope also needs to be replaced frequently. This type is 
suitable for the capacity under 1,000t/h.

Motion of trolley

a)  The hoisting bending sheaves as well as the closing bending 
sheaves, are arranged on the trolley frame on the cross.
 The tension forces of the hoisting rope and closing rope are 
unequal (55 per cent – 60 per cent for closing, 40 per cent – 45 
per cent for hoisting) when the trolley travels or the grab is in 
hoisting/lowering motion. Tension also changes a lot, especially 
in the opening/closing motion, thus the trolley is affected by 
twist force. The grab obviously twists, particularly at the moment 
of grab lifting after closing and also during grab opening.

b)  The hoisting bending sheaves as well as the closing bending 
sheaves are arranged on the trolley frame symmetrically. There 
is no twist force on the trolley under the tension forces of 
the hoisting rope and closing rope. Thus the grab has no twist 
tendency in operation.

c)  The hoisting bending sheaves as well as the closing bending sheaves 
are arranged on the trolley frame on the cross. So the trolley is 
affected by twist force, and the grab obviously twists, particularly at 
the moment grab lifting after closing and grab opening.

d)  The hoisting bending sheaves as well as the closing bending 
sheaves are arranged on the trolley frame on the cross. Thus the 
trolley is affected by twist force, and the grab obviously twists, 
particularly at the moment of grab lifting after closing and also 
during grab opening.

Motion load on the girder

a) The lifting load and trolley deadweight (include four sheaves).

b)  The lifting load and main trolley deadweight (include sheaves). 
The deadweight of the main trolley is nearly the same as the 
aforementioned trolley (a). An auxiliary trolley moves on the 
rear girder. The affect of auxiliary trolley deadweight (nearly 
half of the main trolley by design) can be ignored in steel 
structure calculation.

c)  The lifting load and trolley deadweight (include four sheaves). 
The deadweight of the trolley is nearly the same as the 
aforementioned trolley (a).

d)  The lifting load and trolley deadweight (include four sheaves). 
The deadweight of the trolley is nearly the same as the 
aforementioned trolley (a).

Figure 3. Planetary gearbox
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Arrangement of lifting height limit switches
Normally designers always use cam limit switches.
a)  The cam limit switch can be mounted on the shaft of the 

hoisting/closing drum.

b)  The cam limit switch can be mounted on the shaft of hoisting/
closing drum.

c)  The cam limit switch cannot be mounted on the shaft of the 
drum. Because the trolley is also pulled by four ropes on drums, 
the planetary gearbox is specially designed. The cam limit 
switch is connected with the shaft at a certain position of the 
planetary gearbox.

 Sampling from the shafts only reflects the motion of hoisting/
closing.

d)  Because the motion of the hoisting/closing/trolley travelling is 
controlled by electrical synchronisation, the cam limit switch 
cannot be mounted on the shaft of the drum. Cam limit 
switches also cannot be mounted on gearboxes. Normally, a 
special planetary gearbox is required; it is small and only for 
mounting of the cam limit switch. The hoisting drums and 
closing drums are arranged on the cross in M-house. The 
planetary gearbox connects two hoisting drums by chain, 
and its design principle is the same as the planetary gearbox 
aforementioned in (c).

The design of using four ropes with planetary winches was done 
by the Caillard company in the 1980s. There is no compelling 
advantage in this type. Some manufacturers consider it much better 

than other types, and generalise it as the best type. More and more 
ship unloaders with this type are thus being required in China. 
According to this requirement, the Kone company developed the 
four ropes electrical synchronisation design, which is based on the 
four ropes with planetary winches design.

The trolley travelling and hoisting mechanism can, at the same 
time, perform on modern ship-unloaders to get the optimised 
flying path of the grab, as well as shorten the circle time. The 
swing of the grab should be under control when the grab moves. 
However, in the electrical synchronisation period, for hoisting/
closing and trolley travelling, the composed acceleration is 
variable, and it is really difficult to control the swing. 

Conclusions
Because of the generalisation of manufacturers, users normally 
assume the newest design is the best design, thus in regards to 
the four ropes electrical synchronisation design, the Chinese 
market is being developed little by little. However, there are 
considerable disadvantages in these later designs (four ropes with 
planetary winches design and four ropes electrical synchronisation 
design), and these two designs are not as reliable. Although there 
are different advantages and disadvantages in different designs, 
according to the aforementioned comparison, the conventional 
rope scheme with main and auxiliary trolley design is normally 
the better and more reliable form for ship-unloaders with a 
capacity from 1,000t/h to 3,000t/h. It is one of the most popular 
grab ship-unloader designs in the world.

Figure 4. Four rope electrical synchronisation design ship-unloader (Used at the 
Port of Pori, designed by Kone Cranes). Figure 5. Wire rope scheme for four ropes electrical synchronisation design.


